Neanderthals may have intentionally buried their dead
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Neanderthals put time and effort into burying their dead, study finds
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The Néanderthaliens prenaient soin de leurs ancêtres dans la vie et le trépas
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Did Neanderthals hold FUNERALs? Human ancestors intentionally buried their dead at least 50,000 years ago
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Neanderthals cared for their elders and the deceased, new evidence shows
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Neanderthals had more empathy than previously understood
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Neanderthals Buried their Dead Like Modern Humans, Researchers Say
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Neanderthals cared for elder, burial site shows
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Neanderthals Buried Their Dead, New Research of Remains Concludes
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Neanderthals may bury their dead intentionally; study
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L’homme de Néandertal inhumait déjà ses morts
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LES CHERS DISPARUS DE NÉANDERTAL
Les Néandertaliens prenaient soin de leurs ancêtres dans la vie et la mort.
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Libre de penser

**GURUMEDITATION**

Effectivement, l’homme de Néandertal enterrait ses morts.
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Neanderthal Buried Their Dead

**GENTSIDE découverte**

Les Néandertaliens enterraient bien leurs morts.
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First conclusive evidence that Neanderthals buried their dead unsealed
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Neanderthals Buried Their Dead; Mysteriously Pristine Bones Recovered in Possible Ancient Graves
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Yes, Neanderthals did bury their dead
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Neanderthals may bury their dead intentionally: study
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Archaeology: Neanderthals Were Compassionate, Intentionally Buried Their Dead, New Evidence Suggests
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Toujours les étrangers
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The La Chapelle-aux-Saints Burial Site

In the latest study, a team of archaeologists believe they have provided evidence that Neanderthals engaged in burial practices in Western Europe. The study also suggested that, in demonstrating special patterns of behavior when handling the deceased, Neanderthals possessed much higher cognitive capacity than initially conjectured.
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Grave Suggests Neanderthals Intentionally Buried Their Dead

A study of 80,000 year-old Neanderthal bones indicates that members of the ancient human species buried their dead, suggesting that they were capable of complex thought.
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La Chapelle-aux-Saints

Le Néandertalien de La Chapelle-aux-Saints a bien été inhumé.

De nouvelles méthodes d'analyse permettent d'étudier plus scientifiquement la découverte exceptionnelle de la sépulture d’un Néandertalien mise à jour en 1908, en France.